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	NAME: Pahkwa-tha
	DESCRIPTION: The Pahkwa-thanh are a species of space-faring reptiles who are native to the planet Pahkwa Majoris & are members of the Federation since 2360. Carnivorous & predatory by nature, they feed upon live prey. Their spiritual beliefs encourage the understanding that their prey animals are sentient & in possession of a soul. As such, they have great respect for the animals that they chase down & kill. They do not consider themselves separate from the natural order. However, they do not hunt humanoids or other "civilized" races as these people do consider themselves outside of nature; to disrespect this belief by feeding upon them would be rude, & rudeness is intolerable to the Pahkwa-thanh culture. Even their insults work on a system of courtesy. While some members of the species are known to possess empathic abilities, most members of the species have no measurable empathic talent.
	ERA:  2360 and beyond
	Text Field 13: Understanding how & why the physical form works the way it does is essential to treat it. 
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: They are large, powerfully built bipeds with strong jaws, sharp teeth & a passing resemblance to a theropod dinosaur. Bite: [Melee, 3CD, Vicious 1, Piercing 3, Debilitating]. Humans are known to be rather uncomfortable around members of this species due to their passing resemblance to the dinosaurs of prehistoric Earth. They smell like burnt toast.
	TALENTS: Pahkwa-thanh or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Medical Affinity
	TALENT TEXT 1: Pahkwa-thanh have a long history of knowledge in the medical field,  which allows you an additional 1d20 to Medicine rolls. And, if successful, you gain a bonus Momentum. Must be spent on this successful task.
	TALENT NAME 2: Empathy [E4]
	TALENT TEXT 2: As / Betazoid talent. This represents a very small percentage of the population. It is limited to Close range [3 meters].
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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